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sailing. The chancellor of the exchequer, Robert Lowe,1 had a
buoyant revenue and thrifty colleagues. But in 1871 money had
to be found for the army increases inspired by the Franco-Prus-
sian war. Lowe proposed to raise a million by a tax on matches.
These were still comparatively a new article in Europe, and some
foreign governments had already made money out of them, as
not a few have since. Lowe's idea, therefore, was perfectly sound;
and the Latin pun Ex luce lucellum, which was to adorn the revenue
stamps on the match-boxes, is still remembered as typical of his
wit and scholarship. However, the match manufacturers pro-
tested that, if matches were dearer, people would go back to
tinder and their trade would be ruined. Foreign analogies show
this to have been absurd; but unluckily for Lowe the principal
match factory was in London. A pathetic rabble of its humble
workers, chiefly very poor women, marched towards the house of
commons, and were dispersed by police. The episode so affected
the house that Lowe had to withdraw his tax, and get the money
by raising income-tax instead. The fiscal results of this reverse
were trifling; but the effect on public opinion, with the 'sporting*
interest which was then taken in parliament, was quite appreci-
able for the government's prestige. Lowe, in particular, never
recovered his house of commons reputation, which till then had
stood singularly high.
Hubbubs were raised shortly afterwards over two appoint*
ments which the prime minister made. One was judicial, the
other ecclesiastical. They are known as the Collier and the
Ewelme cases. In the first a public reproof was administered to
the government by Cockburn, the lord chief justice. There can
be little doubt now that he was wrong, and that Hathcrlcy, Glad-
stone, and Roundell Palmer were right. Yet it is not helpful to a
government that it should collide with the lord chief justice.
But a much deeper source of unpopularity lay behind--one
which produced results not for a day but for generations. In the
summer of 1871 Bruce,2 the home secretary, introduced his first
1 B. i8n. Educated at Winchester and University College, Oxlbrd. X842-30
in Australia, where he was active at the bar and in the politics of Sydnry, In 18?}$
and 1855, held minor offices under Aberdeen and Palmcrston; in xlHiG led the
'Adullamites' against the Whig Reform Bill; 1868-73, dmwdlor of the exchequer;
1873-4, home secretary; 1880, created Viscount Shwbrooko. An albino, and,
though a great reader, could never use his eyes without pain; d. ifyjtt.
3 Henry Austin Bruce, b. 1815; educated at Swansea Grammar School; barrister;
home secretary, 1868-73; created Lord Abcrdarc, 1873, a»d wa» lord president of
the council 1873-4; <*. 1895.

